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Abstract.

The long-term trend of backgroundO3 in surface

air over the United

oxidationproducts). By examiningresultsfrom these different approachesthey estimate a backgrounddaytime concentration of 35 q- 10 ppbv in summer, amounting to almost
half of the new air quality standard. Although Altshuller

States from 1980 to 1998 is examined

usingmonthly probability distributionsof daily maximum 8hour averageO3 concentrationsat a large ensembleof rural

and Lefohn[1996]view this backgroundas natural, there is
of the probabilitydistribution(reflectingemissioncontrols) in fact good evidence that it includes a major anthropogenic
sites. Ozone concentrations have decreased at the high end

The cross-over takes
componentassociatedwith intercontinentaltransport of polplacebetweenthe 30th and 50th percentilesin May-August lution [Marencoet al., 1994; Wangand Jacob,1998]. The
and between the 60th and 90th percentiles during the rest lifetime of Oa in the free troposphereis sufficientlylong (sevof the year. The increaseis statisticallysignificantat a 5% eral weeks)that anthropogenicOa pollutioncan circumnav-

but have increased at the low end.

igate the globe and enhance Oa over the entire northern

level in spring and fall, when it is 3-5 ppbv. The maximum
increase is in the Northeast. A possible explanation is an
increasein the Oa backgroundtransported from outside the
United States. Better understanding of the causes of the
increase is needed because of its implications for meeting
Oa air quality standards.

midlatitudesbelt [Logan,1985].
We examine here the long-term trend in the Oa background in surface air over the United States from 1980 to
1998 by analyzing the probability distribution of Oa concentrations at rural sites. A trend in the background could have
important implicationsfor meeting Oa air quality standards.

Jacobet al. [1999]projectedthat industrializationof east-

Introduction

ern Asia would increase mean surface Oa concentrations over

Ozone in surface air is produced by photochemical oxidation of hydrocarbonsand CO in the presenceof nitro-

the United States by 2-6 ppbv over the 1985-2010 period,
significantlyoffsetting the benefits of domesticemissioncon-

at WhitefaceMountain (1480m) in New
genoxides(NOx = NO q- NO2). High anthropogenic
emis- trols. Observations
sionsof NOx and hydrocarbonsin populated regionsof the

York State indicate an increase of 4q- 2 ppbv over the period

United States result in surface O3 concentrations

1974-1995[Oltmanset al., 1998]. Ozonesonde
data in the

that ex-

ceed air quality standards. As of 1998, 51 million persons free troposphereat WallopsIsland (Virginia) and Boulder
in the United States lived in areas failing to meet the cur-

rent O3 standard(120 ppbv, 1-houraverage),and 130 million personslived in areaswhere O3 levelsexceedthe new

proposedstandard(80 ppbv, 8-hour average)[U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency(EPA), 2000]. It is estimated
that anthropogenicemissionsof hydrocarbonsin the United
States decreasedby 30% from 1980 to 1998, while NO• emissionsremainedconstantwithin a few percent [EPA, 1998,

2000].Hydrocarbonemission
controlsare creditedfor abating the most extreme O3 pollution events,but decreasesin

(Colorado)showno significantincreaseover the past two
decadesbut the data are sparse[Oltmanset al., 1998; Logan
et al., 1999].
Methods
We use the 1980-1998 database of hourly 03 observa-

tions compiled by the EPA Aerometric Information Re-

trieval System (AIRS). This databaseincludesover 2000
sites in the contiguous United States, though many have

less extreme statistics of Oa concentrations have been far

limited

lessconclusive,leading to concernover the achievabilityof

urban, suburban,or rural. We examine the changeover the
19-year period in the probability distribution of the daily
maximum 8-hour average 03 concentration at rural sites,
for each month of the year. The probability distributions
are constructed by aggregating data for all rural sites in
the contiguousUnited States that have at least 16 days of

the new standard[Lefohnet al., 1998].
Altshullerand Lefohn[1996]point out that an important
considerationfor pollution controlstrategiesis the O3 backgroundpresentin surfaceair over the United States. They
define this backgroundas the O3 concentrationthat would
prevail in the absenceof domesticanthropogenicemissions.
They discussdifferent ways by which it may be estimated
includingmeasurementsat clean sites,analysisof the probability distribution of O3 concentrations,and correlations
with reactivenitrogenoxides(NO•, includingNO• and its

records.

The sites are classified in the database

as

data for the relevant month and for each year used in the
analysis. The daily maximum 8-hour average concentration
on a given day and at a given site representsone point in

the probability distribution, and we collect the ensembleof
points for all days and for all sitesto generatethe full probability distribution.
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We comparethe probability distributionsfor the two ends
of the record, 1980-1984 vs. 1994-1998; there are 19-59 ru-

ral sites satisfyingthe data selectioncriterion (at least 16
daysof data per month for eachof the 10 years) depending
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These backgroundconcentrationsrange from 35 ppbv in the
fall to 45 ppbv in early spring, consistent with the analysis

0.8

0.4

of Altshullerand Lefohn[1996].

0.0

We see from Figure I that the O3 background at Harvard Forest, as estimated above, correspondsto the 25th
percentile of the O3 probability distribution in summer, the
80th in winter, and the 50th in spring and fall. Such sea-

0.8

0.4
0.0

sonal variation is consistent with observations of the O3'CO

0.8

relationship in maritime Canada downwind of the United
States, which show that U.S. pollution is strongly enriched
in O3 relative to backgroundduring May-September but not

0.4
0.0
0.8

duringthe rest of the year [Parrish et al., 1998]. Thus, ex-

0.4

0.8

cept in winter, we may view the lower half of the probability distribution as containing a strong background influence. Percentiles below the estimated backgroundin Figure
I presumably reflect O3 depletion from deposition, although
titration by fresh emissions of NO must also be considered.
The latter effect is most important in winter, when NOx
emissionsin the United States consumerather than produce

0.4

03.

0.0
0.8

0.4
0.0

Titration by NO could be a problem when interpreting
long-term trends in the lower end of the 03 probability distribution as trends in background 03 concentrations. We
minimize this effect in our analysis in two ways. First, by
considering the daily maximum 8-hour average concentration we effectively exclude nighttime periods when titration

0.0

0 3 (ppb)
Figure

1. Monthly cumulative probability distributionsof the

daily maximum 8- hour average 03 concentrations at Harvard
Forest
for the

in central
ensemble

Massachusetts
of data

and

in 1990-1998.
the

diamonds

The

solid

are for the

line

is

subset

with NOy concentrationsbelow the monthly median. Also shown

is mostimportant [Logan,1989]. Second,we limit our attention to sitesclassifiedby AIRS as rural (Fiore et al. [1998]
have previously shown a good correspondencebetween the

AIRS rural classification
and low NOx emissions).Titration

should have little effect on 03 at rural sites outside of winare the background 03 concentrations estimated as the median
values for the subsetsof data with CO or NOy concentrations ter, since NO• concentrations there are generally less than
below their 25th percentilesfor the month (arrows on the top 3 ppbv [Parrish et al., 1993; Munger et al., 1996]. Figure
and bottom axes, respectively).
1 shows the 03 probability distributions at Harvard Forest

on the month. Consideration of 5-year periods reduces the
effect of interannual variability associated with meteorology. Inspection of the 1980-1998 time series shows that the
1980-1984 and 1994-1998 segments include no particularly
anomalous year and capture a typical range of interannual

variability [Lin, 2000]. As an independentsecondapproach
we also conduct linear regressionson time of the 10th, 20th,
and 30th percentiles of the probability distribution, using
data for all 19 years of the 1980-1998 record. There are
16-55 sites satisfying the data density criterion for the linear regression analysis depending on the month, less than in

the first approachwhich requiresonly 10 years (1980-1984
and 1994-1998) insteadof 19 years.
Relating the O3 probability distribution to the background O3 concentration is not straightforward. One approach for estimating the background is by correlation with

low concentrationsof NO• or CO [Trainer et al., 1993;Altshullerand Lefohn,1996]. The AIRS sitesdo not havedata
for NO• or CO with the sensitivity neededfor suchan analysis. One rural site where year-round, high-quality measure-

ments for NO• and CO concentrationsare availablestarting
in 1990 is Harvard Forestin central Massachusetts[Munger
et al., 1996]. Figure I (solid lines) showsthe monthly
probability distributions of daily maximum 8-hour average
O3 concentrations at that site. Arrows indicate the back-

for the subset of data with NOy concentrationsbelow the
median (diamonds);a titration effectat the low end of the
distributionis evidentin winter (January) but not in other
seasons.

Results

and

Discussion

Figure 2 comparesthe 1980-1984 and 1994-1998 cumulative probability distributions of 03 concentrations at the en-
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Figure

2.

Cumulative probability distributions of the daily

maxhnum 8-hour average 03 concentrations at rural sites in the

ground O3 concentrations estimated as the median values for United States in 1980-1984 (dashed line) and 1994-1998 (solid
the lowest 25th percentilesof CO and NO• concentrations. line). See text for details.
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semble of rural

sites in the United

States.

All months

show

the same qualitative trend of decreasing concentrations at
the high end of the probability distribution and increasing
concentrations at the low end. The cross-overtakes place in
the 30-50th percentfie range in May-August and in the 6090th percentile range during the rest of the year, reflecting
the faster local production of Oa from domestic emissions
in summer. The Oa concentration at the crossoverpoint is
45-55 ppbv in March-October and 35-40 ppbv in NovemberFebruary.
The decreasingtrend at the high end of the probability
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ground Os pollution transported from outside the United
States. The maximum increase in spring, and to a lesser
degree in fall, is consistentwith more effective circumpolar
transport of Os pollution at northern midlatitudes in that
seasondue to a combination of relatively efficient O3 pro-

duction, strongcirculation,and long O3 lifetime [Wang et
al., 1998]. Other explanationsseemlesssatisfactory.Gradual suburbanization

of rural

sites could lead to an increase

in Oa but the effect would be felt over the whole probability

distribution. An increasein local vehicletraffic (NO emissions)associatedwith suburbanizationwouldactually cause

distributionhasbeennotedbefore[Fiore et al., 1998;Lefohn a decreasein the low end of the O• probability distribution
Trends in forest fires in Canada could afet al., 1998;EPA, 2000]. We focusour attention on the in- due to titration.
creasing trend at the low end. The increase is largest in fect O• concentrations
[Wotawa and Trainer, 2000]but the
spring, when concentrations up to the 50th percentile show
an increase of 3-5 ppbv. We examined the statistical significance of the increase by comparing the populations of
10th, 20th, and 30th percentiles between the two 5-year periods.

This

was done as follows.

For each month

and for

each year the relevant percentfie of the daily maximum 8hour average concentration at each site was calculated. The
values compiled in this manner for all sites were then separated into two samples, one for 1980-1984 and the other for
1994-1998, and a two-sided t-test was conducted to assess
the significanceof the difference between the means of these
two samples. We find that the increasesfor these three percentiles are statistically significant at a 5% level in March
through May and in September-October.
As an alternate approach to trend analysis we also used
linear regressionson time of the 10th, 20th, and 30th percentties, using data for all 19 years of the 1980-1998 record.
For each month and for each year we calculated the relevant
percentfie of the daily maximum 8-hour average O• concentration at each site, took the average of the resulting values
over all sites for that month and year, and performed linear regressionson time for individual months. Results are

presentedby Lin [2000]. For the 10th and 20th percentiles,
we find increasing trends that are significant at the 5% level
in March through May and in September-October. For the
30th percentiles, the increasing trends are significant only
in March and October. Note that trends are not necessarily
linear, and our first approach based on comparison of the
two 5-year segments makes no assumption as to linearity.

Lefohnet al. [1998]previouslynoted an increasein the

effect would be mainly in summer. Increased injection of O•
from the stratosphere is unlikely considering that O• concentrations in the lower stratosphere have decreasedduring
the past two decades; tropospheric Oa concentrations measured from ozonesondesin Canada decreasedby 2-8% per
decade over the period 1980-1996, suggestinga decreasein

the supplyof O• from the stratosphere[Loganet al., 1999].
We examined the geographical distribution of the trends
in the O3 probability distribution for 1980-1998 by partitioning the United States into four quadrants at 36øN,
97.5øW. Asian industrialization would have the greatest ef-

fectin the westernUnited Statesin spring[Jacobet al., 1999;
Jaffe et al., 1999]. We find that the trendsare qualitatively
the same in all quadrants but are largest in the Northeast,
a result

which

is not consistent

with

Asian

influence.

The

paucity of sitesin the westernUnited States (6-13 sitesdependingon the month) may hinder detectionof an Asian
signal. Continued observations of trends are needed. Global
three-dimensional model analyses may help to determine if
changes in emissions of O• precursors at northern midlatitudes or other factors, such as depletion of stratospheric O•
allowing increased UV penetration in the troposphere, can
account

for the observed

trends.
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